SUPPORTER OF
ANNUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

All Annual Supporters Receive:

- Logo placement on ACP Arizona’s website on the home page for the whole year designated as an annual supporter (EXCLUSIVE for annual supporters)
- Feature in the newsletter before annual chapter meeting
- Logo displayed on every chapter newsletter as annual supporter for all 2024-2025 newsletters

ANNUAL PLATINUM SUPPORTER | $7,500

Savings of $2,100 as Compared to A la Carte Sponsorship
Tax Deductible Amount | $5,710

Two Available

Annual Chapter Meeting
- Priority selection of annual meeting platinum sponsor before a la carte sponsors
- Exhibit package PLUS the addition of “Annual Platinum Sponsor” stat on exhibit table and name badges
- ONE Diamond Sponsorship Add-On (first come, first serve for selection of your add-on)
- Recognition on annual sponsor signage at the venue and on stationary presentation screen (exclusive for annual supporters)
- 6’ display at the Governor’s Reception
- Five-minute presentation at the Governor’s Reception
- Recognition as sponsor on Governor’s Reception drink ticket (shared with other sponsors)
- Prominent logo placement at registration and food functions
- Logo featured on conference website
- Verbal recognition as sponsor

The Great Debates - BOTH Events
- 6’ display at two “The Great Debates” events featuring Medical Students and Residents
- Prominent logo placement at event (Exclusive to annual supporters)
- Verbal recognition of support

REGISTER TODAY!
ANNUAL GOLD SUPPORTER | $5,750
Savings of $1,350 as Compared to A la Carte Sponsorship
Tax Deductible Amount | $3,660

Two Available

Annual Chapter Meeting
- Priority selection of annual meeting gold sponsor before a la carte sponsors
- Exhibit package PLUS the addition of “Annual Gold Sponsor” status on exhibit table and name badges
- Recognition on annual sponsor signage at the venue and on stationary presentation screen (Exclusive for annual sponsors)
- 6’ display at the Governor’s Reception
- Recognition as sponsor on Governor’s Reception drink ticket (shared with other sponsors)
- Prominent logo placement at registration and food functions
- Logo featured on conference website

The Great Debates - BOTH Events
- 6’ display at two “The Great Debates” events featuring Medical Students & Residents
- Prominent logo placement at event (exclusive to annual supporters)
- Verbal recognition of support

ANNUAL SILVER SUPPORTER | $3,950
Savings of $1,250 as Compared to A la Carte Sponsorship
Tax Deductible Amount | $3,600

Annual Chapter Meeting
- Priority selection of annual meeting silver sponsor before a la carte sponsors
- Recognition on annual sponsor signage at the venue and on stationary presentation screen (exclusive for annual supporters)
- 6’ display table Friday and Saturday
- An attendee list

The Great Debates - One Event
- 6’ display at one “The Great Debates” event featuring Medical Students & Residents
- Prominent logo placement at event (exclusive to annual supporters)
- Verbal recognition of support

REGISTER TODAY!